What is
DOT DAY?

Dot Day is a celebration of creativity and art. A celebration of innovation, of community — locally and globally — a celebration of “dot connecting.”

Dot Day is a celebration of great teaching and inspired learning. Self-discovery and self-expression. It is a celebration of bravery — of vision — seeing the possible — seeing the solution before it even exists. Dot Day is a celebration of impact — a time to think of how we all can make our mark.

It is a day to use our energy, talents and time to make this world a better place. It is a day to make the world a more colorful place. Dot Day invites you to create bravely. It is a gallery of inspiration. A global festival of humans being amazing human beings. A celebration of human potential. A reminder to think of each day as a NEW day... a blank page... a chance to make it the best day yet.

A chance to splash, shine, share and inspire.

Dot Day can be today, tomorrow, next week... it can be EVERY day!

— PETER H. REYNOLDS

www.InternationalDotDay.org